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 Today’s era is witness of tremendous ever growing spatial, temporal and 

spatiotemporal data. The huge spatio-temporal data immensely pushes the 

need for design and development of novel methods tailored for indexing 

spatio-temporal data. In this research paper, we propose the design of a 

novel spatio-temporal data indexing method, named as k-dStHash. We have 

proposed the algorithm k-dStHashInsertion for inserting spatio-temporal 

objects and an algorithm k-dStHashSrchPlaceTime has been used to search 

for the objects at given location and time. It is able to handle datasets with 

duplicate keys which has been ignored in many research works. Though the 

algorithm k-dStHashInsertion takes 1.3-1.5 times longer time to insert data 

in k-dStHash data structure as it needs to find a specific location to organize 

data efficiently, but when it comes to search for required records it is even 

more than 90 times faster when analyzed in comparison to brute force 

method. It is generalized enough to organize any kind of k-dimensional data 

and time-based data also including object finding, fleet management, 

clustering, leader identification, nearest neighbor, human/animal tracking, 

path finding and many more. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Different types of spatio-temporal indexing methods to organize big data introduced by researchers 

in country and abroad can be categorized on the basis of application background and distributed or 

centralized environment, and the main burning issues which needs attention in the near future, are proposed 

for addressing everchanging application requirements [1]. In past few years, many surveys, which have been 

made public, depict the progress in the field of research related to indexes for spatio-temporal records  

[2], [3]. Surveys highlight that many of the spatial and time based indexing structures aim at centralized 

indexing systems, i.e. where implementation is main memory based [4], [5]. Distributed computing systems 

are mostly comprised of stream data processing systems, hybrid processing systems, and batch processing 

systems [6]. Large spatio-temporal datasets are generated daily at never ever before rates [7], [8], because of 

fast emerging applications, like location based web search, social networks with geo-tagged content, 

surveillance systems. Prevailing NoSQL stores deliver restricted support for location based data and fail to 

provide inherent support for data based on both location and time [9]. The researchers observed that many 

times, in spatial datasets/databases, multiple entries exist for the same spatial location. Most of the research 

work either does not include such type of spatial data or remains silent on how to handle multiple records 

with same location-based key. The duplicate spatial keys are handled using the same method which is used to 

organize the location-based keys with smaller key values in comparison to current location-based key value, 

which means that the algorithm treats both equal to (=) and less than (<) relation among the keys in the same 
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way [10]. In another research work, on finding a duplicate spatial key, the address of already existing node 

with same key is returned back to the calling module [11]. In one other approach, the researchers first remove 

duplicate spatial records and then rest of the data is considered for further processing [12]. Another method 

uses context dimension awareness for creating multi-level index. It selects a proper partitioning technique 

and splits the dataset into multiple balanced divisions [13]. STAQR algorithm takes altitude of a spatial 

location point and time into consideration to index the data. Following multi-level indexing, this technique 

indexes all unique codes got from four dimensional data [14]. Multi-scale spatio-temporal grid index 

(MSTGI) uses Hilbert curves to obtain grid after global geospatial subdivision and then linearizes them [15]. 

In comparison to generalized linear models based on classical linear, graph regression model for spatial and 

temporal environmental data results in more general regression relationships and flexibility [16]. In efficient 

querying and indexing of moving data objects, a new data type based on spatio-temporal predicates results in 

simple and easier queries [17]. In another technique, a globally coherent model for covariance was used. 

Also, for better predictions, fixed effects estimation was used, though the predictions were made on local 

nearest neighbors [18]. Another work proposed three-level spatial index on zone-grid-space for spatio-

temporal database based on geographic conditions and, analyzed and tested it over massive land cover data 

[19]. Researchers divided spatial data by making use of six traditional spatial partitioning techniques and 

further used machine-learned search within every division to support distance, range, point and even spatial 

join queries [20]. Spatio-temporal meshing and coding method Hilbert-GeoSOT was proposed for efficient 

spatio-temporal range queries on big trajectory data [21]. Hadoop cluster can make use of cloud platform’s 

dynamic expansion ability for better expansion of system [22]. The performance measures of Base 64,  

Base 32, Elias delta and Elias gamma codes on spatial temporal data and different encoding techniques have 

been illustrated from the time and space complexity point of view [23]. A spatio-temporal data processing 

system, distributed in nature, ST4ML was proposed to support scalable machine-learning applications [24]. 

Spatial data infrastructure system supports the use and management of geo-spatial data and resources related 

to it [25]. A new indexing tree, k-dLst to index the spatial data records having duplicate keys was 

implemented [26]. Researchers proposed a search algorithm based on k-dSLst tree for finding nearest 

neighbor [27]. Here, we have proposed a data structure k-dStHash which is capable to index big spatio-

temporal datasets with duplicate keys which has been ignored by many researchers. The indexing structure is 

generalized enough to organize big datasets with k-dimensional duplicate data keys in any field. 

 

 

2. BRUTE FORCE METHOD 

Brute force algorithm explains a style of programming in which no shortcut is used for improving 

the performance of program. This method believes in absolute computing power and tries for every 

possibility to find a solution, if exists. Algorithm 1 shows the algorithm bruteForceInsertion which is the 

insertion algorithm to store spatio-temporal data using brute force method.  

 

Algorithm 1. bruteForceInsertion 
Algorithm prototype char bruteForceInsertion (struct dataSet 

*spatioTemporalDataRecord) 

Inputs to the algorithm spatioTemporalDataRecord [type: struct dataSet*]: dataset 

record to be inserted 

Output(s) of the algorithm SUCCESS [type-char]: Successful insertion or FAILURE [type-

char]: Could not insert 

 

Algorithm: 

BEGIN 

 IF HEAD is NULL 

 THEN 

  Create a node HEAD 

  IF ERROR  

THEN  

return FAILURE  

END IF 

  Update the dataRecord pointer of node HEAD with spatioTemporalDataRecord 

Set HEAD → next  NULL 

  Set TAIL  HEAD 

  return SUCCESS 

 ELSE 

  Create a node NODE  

  IF ERROR  

THEN  

return FAILURE  

END IF 
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  Set NODE → spatioTemporalDataRecord  spatioTemporalDataRecord 

NODE → next  NULL 

  TAIL → next  NODE 

  TAIL  NODE 

  return SUCCESS 

 END IF 

END  

 

 

3. METHOD 

The algorithm coded in language C and the experimental analysis has been done using “GNU 

compiler collection (GCC) compiler - version 6.4.3 on Operating System Ubuntu-10.04.1-Desktop-amd64” 

running on 2.0 GHz Intel (R) Core (TM) 2 Duo CPU T5750 processor with 5 GB installed memory. It is not 

only organization of spatio-temporal data but also visualization of output of different queries is the demand 

of the day. For graphical display of spatial locations of crime in spatio-temporal dataset and for the retrieved 

data points according to user’s query, the authors have used “quantum geographic information system 

(QGIS) desktop 2.12.1”. One additional layer with “Google Satellite option of Google Map OpenLayers 

plugin in QGIS” has been used to show output images realistically. For spatial and spatio-temporal datasets 

which do not include information in form of latitude and longitude coordinates, we need a geocoder to 

convert any street address data in form of longitude and latitude coordinates. The researchers have used the 

online freely available geo-coding sites to do this mapping, wherever required. In any dataset, if it contains a 

street address only and other details like city name or zip code are missing, the researchers use a default city 

name or fill the gap with city that is mostly used in that dataset. 

 

3.1.  k-dStHash: the proposed indexing structure 

The researchers are introducing a novel indexing tree k-dStHash which is based on k-d tree, hash 

table and linked list. This proposed indexing structure is capable of indexing duplicate spatio-temporal key 

datasets efficiently. The n-dimensional spatial data has been indexed using k-d tree, hash table linked with 

each k-d tree node indexes spatio-temporal spatioTemporalDataRecord using epoch value of timestamp. A 

linked list is also attached with hash table for storing spatio-temporal records related to particular node for 

given hash table key. Figure 1 depicts the structure for proposed k-dStHash indexing tree. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. k-dStHash indexing structure 
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3.2.  Creation of k-dStHash tree structure 

The authors propose an algorithm to create k-dStHash indexing structure and insert spatio-temporal 

record in the same. A new record is read from spatio-temporal dataset and passed on to k-dStHashInsertion 

module. The algorithm receives pointer to the root node k-dStHashRoot which points to the root node of the 

k-dStHash indexing tree/sub-tree, spatialCoordinates pointer to spatial n-dimensional coordinates of the 

record to be inserted, spatioTemporalDataRecord pointer to the record read from spatio-temporal dataset and 

to be inserted, currentDimension to keep track of the dimension for the current level of spatio-temporal 

indexing structure k-dStHash and maximum number of dimensions maxDimensions required for dataset 

under consideration. Algorithm 2 k-dStHashInsertion gives the steps to create and insert a new node in  

k-dStHash indexing tree. If k-dStHashRoot is NULL, then a new tree is created else the existing tree structure 

is extended. Spatio-temporal data is organized in the k-dStHash tree on basis of spatialCoordinates and 

currentDimension. If the coordinate key of already existing node for currentDimension is less than the 

coordinate key of spatialCoordinates of next record to be inserted for same dimension, then it will traverse 

towards left sub-tree; else, it will traverse towards right k-dStHash sub-tree on recursive basis until the 

control reaches to a leaf node. The new node is inserted as left son of the leaf node coordinate value of 

already existing node for currentDimension is less than the coordinate key of spatialCoordinates to be 

inserted for same dimension else its inserted as right son of the leaf node. Also, if no node with equal key 

exists in k-dStHash indexing tree, a new kdSTHashNode will be created and inserted at proper position and 

spatioTemporalDataRecord will be inserted in hash table at index key generated by using epoch value of 

temporal attribute associated with it; otherwise, to handle duplicate spatial keys spatioTemporalDataRecord 

will be inserted in the list of matching kdSTHashNode i.e. node with equal n-dimensional keys at index key 

generated by using epoch value of temporal attribute associated with it such that the list remains in sorted 

order of epoch temporal values.  

 

Algorithm 2. Proposed k-dStHashInsertion 
Algorithm k-dStHashInsertion 

Inputs to Algorithm - k-dStHashRoot [type - struct kdnode**]: Root node of k-dStHash 
Indexing Tree 

- spatialCoordinates [type - const double*]: N-dimensional 
coordinates of current node 

- spatioTemporalDataRecord [type - struct dataset*]: Data record 
read from dataset under consideration 

- currentDimension [type - int]: Dimension of current node 

- maxDimensions [type - int]: Maximum number of dimensions of 
spatio-temporal data  

Output from Algorithm SUCCESS [type-char]: Successful insertion or FAILURE [type-char]: 

Could not insert 

 

BEGIN 

  IF k-dStHashRoot is NULL  

  THEN 

      Allocate memory for new record and assign the pointer to k-dStHashRoot 

      Allocate memory for Hash Table for k-dStHashRoot 

      Initialize k-dStHashRoot→timeHash→timeChain table with NULL   

      Generate timeHashId by using timeHashFunction based on epoch value of timestamp in 

current spatioTemporalDataRecord 

      Insert spatioTemporalDataRecord at generated timeHashId in k-dStHashRoot → timeHash 

→ timeChain table 

  SET k-dStHashRoot→left  k-dStHashRoot→right  NULL 

      IF ERROR  

      THEN 

          return FAILURE 

      ELSE 

          return SUCCESS 

      END IF   

  END IF 

  SET new_currentDimension  (node → currentDimension + 1) mod maxDimensions 

  IF (spatialCoordinates[node → currentDimension] < node → spatialCoordinates[node → 

currentDimension])  

  THEN 

 CALL k-dStHashInsertion with left pointer of current node and updated parameters 

  END IF  

     IF spatialCoordinates have duplicate keys  

     THEN 

         Generate timeHashId by using timeHashFunction based on epoch value of timestamp in 

current 

     IF no record on generated hash id  
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     THEN 

 Insert current record at generated hash id 

     ELSE 

         Insert current record in a linked chain at generated hash id in ascending order of 

epoch time 

     END IF  

     IF ERROR then 

             return FAILURE 

     ELSE 

             return SUCCESS 

     END IF    

  END IF   

CALL k-dStHashInsertion with right pointer of current node and updated parameters 

END  

 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The researchers have analyzed the algorithms on different synthetic spatio-temporal datasets. Crime 

dataset contains the location and time of different types of crimes happened all over the earth in January, 

2019. The format of crime dataset (source: https://catalog.data.gov) is as given in Table 1. For the dataset, 

the researchers have queried the data for both types of queries i.e. spatial and spatio-temporal. In spatial 

queries, the researches queried about the crimes at particular location i.e. at given latitude and longitude 

values, while in spatio-temporal queries information is retrieved about crimes at particular latitude, longitude 

and time as well.  

 

 

Table 1. Format of crime dataset 
Crime Id Country Area Longitude Latitude Crime details Date of 

crime 

Time of 

crime 

C74098 Afghanistan Kabul 34.516667 69.183334 BURGLARY FROM 

VEHICLE 

1-Jan-19 12:00 

C74099 Afghanistan Kandahar 31.61 65.699997 BUNCO, GRAND 
THEFT 

3-Jan-19 11:42 

C74100 Afghanistan Mazar-e Sharif 36.706944 67.112221 ROBBERY 3-Jan-19 21:00 

 

 

First, the researchers have analyzed the performance of both insertion algorithms i.e. 

bruteForceInsertion and k-dStHashInsertion. As, algorithm bruteForceInsertion simply inserts the record in 

linked list without any comparison, it takes less time in insertion as compared to k-dStHashInsertion, in 

which lot of comparisons and calculations are required to organize spatio-temporal data efficiently. But, as 

we need to insert the data only once and retrieve it frequently, the time taken to insert the spatio-temporal 

data in k-dStHash tree structure can be compromised against its fast retrieval time. Table 2 shows the 

performance comparison with respect to time taken to insert 23,602 spatio-temporal data records of Crime 

Dataset. The researchers executed both insertion algorithms 250 times in iteration using a script and picked 

05 random iterations for analysis. It shows a comparative analysis if time taken to insert spatio-temporal data 

records of Dataset using algorithms bruteForceInsertion and k-dStHashInsertion for iteration number 01, 99, 

187, 203, 250. For every iteration, the analysis shows that time taken by algorithm k-dStHashInsertion is 

more when compared with that of the other algorithm bruteForceInsertion. Figure 2 shows the performance 

analysis of algorithms bruteForceInsertion and k-dStHashInsertion graphically as per Table 2. Figure 3 shows 

data records related to given query location along with the information retrieved with respect to both spatial 

and spatio-temporal queries. 

 

 

Table 2. Performance analysis of insertion algorithms 
Crime Dataset-Number of records: 23602 

Algorithm bruteForceInsertion k-dStHashInsertion 

Randomly picked iterations 

(out of total 250 iterations) 

Time taken (ms) 

Iteration-01 (SET-A) 77,084 111,727 
Iteration-99 (SET-B) 76,790 104,964 

Iteration-187 (SET-C) 77,083 105,246 

Iteration-203 (SET-D) 77,542 106,310 
Iteration-250 (SET-E) 77,058 105,527 

 

 

https://catalog.data.gov/
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Figure 2. Performance analysis of algorithms bruteForceInsertion and k-dStHashInsertion 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Crimes at location (Latitude: -72.0161133, Longitude: 19.6908333) 

 

 

The performance analysis of algorithms bruteForceSearch and k-dStHashSrchPlaceTime in terms of 

search time (in 𝑠) is illustrated in Table 3. Algorithm k-dStHashSrchPlaceTime takes extremely lesser time 

to search for any object at any particular time. For example, for a query to search for object at location with 

latitude 72.0161133 and longitude 19.6908333 on 1/19/2019 at 9:30 am, when bruteForceSearch algorithm 

takes 516.8 s, k-dStHashSrchPlaceTime algorithm takes only 5.6 s which is approx. 92 times faster. It 

depends not only on number of objects found but also the location of record at which spatio-temporal record 

is saved in the indexing structure. Similarly, the table depicts comparison among different SET(s) A-E, and, 

in every case k-dStHashSrchPlaceTime algorithm outperforms bruteForceSearch algorithm. Figure 4 shows 

the comparison of search time taken by both algorithms graphically as per Table 3. 

 

 

Table 3. Time performance analysis of algorithms bruteForceSearch and k-dStHashSrchPlaceTime 
Search time comparison (in s) crime dataset (Number of records: 23602) randomly picked iterations  

(out of total 250 iterations) 

Latitude 72.0161133 50.8644447 50.8644447 70.987952 76.853736 

Longitude 19.6908333 27.2038889 27.2038889 20.273855 23.216667 
Time 1/19/2019 

 9:30 AM 

1/20/2019 

12:34 PM 

1/29/2019 

12:34 PM 

1/25/2019  

 8:53 AM 

1/28/2019  

5:50 AM 

SET A B C D E 
bruteForceSearch (ms) 516.8 173.4 169.6 181 164.8 

k-dStHashSrchPlaceTime (ms) 5.6 2.2 48.4 4 2.4 
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Figure 4. Performance analysis of bruteForceSearch and k-dStHashSrchPlaceTime (crime dataset) 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

The research work introduced a new structure k-dStHash tree to index location and time-based data. 

Though the insertion algorithm takes more time to organize the records according to both location and time, 

but, when it comes to retrieval of required data, which is even more frequent, it outperforms the other 

indexing method based on brute search. As illustrated in experimental analysis, when insertion time of k-

dStHashInsertion algorithm is 1.45, 1.37, 1.37, 1.37, 1.36 times more than time taken by bruteForceInsertion 

algorithm for SET(s) A-E respectively, while retrieving is 92.28, 78.82, 3.50, 45.25 and 68.67 times faster for 

same SET(s) A-E respectively. The experimental analysis demonstrates that the introduced indexing structure 

can proficiently organize, store and maintain spatio-temporal records and retrieve the required records 

speedly. The structure can be implemented for any research area with spatio-temporal data and even for 

datasets with k-dimensional duplicate keys. Further, the work can be enhanced to retrieve spatio-temporal 

objects within a given range and given time window. The time window can be static or sliding to suit real 

time analysis. 
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